We consider the problem of online job scheduling on a single or multiple unrelated machines with general heterogeneous cost functions. In this model each job j has a processing requirement (length) v ij and arrives with a nonnegative nondecreasing cost function g ij (t), if it is dispatched to machine i, and this information is revealed to the system upon arrival of job j at time r j . The goal is to dispatch the jobs to the machines in an online fashion and process them preemptively on the machines so as to minimize the generalized completion time j g i(j)j (C j ). Here i(j) refers to the machine that job j is dispatched to it and C j is the completion time of job j on that machine. It is assumed that jobs cannot migrate between machines and each machine has a unit processing speed which can work on a single job at any time instance. In particular, we are interested in finding an online scheduling policy whose objective cost is competitive with respect to a slower optimal offline benchmark, i.e., the one which knows all the job specifications a priori and has a slower speed than the online algorithm. We first show that for the case of single machine and special cost functions g j (t) = w j g(t), with nonnegative nondecreasing g(t), the highest density first rule is optimal for the fractional generalized completion time. We then extend this result in the case of a single machine by giving a speed-augmented competitive algorithm for the general nondecreasing cost functions g j (t) using a novel optimal control formulation and network flow. Our approach provides a unifying and principled method of determining dual variables in various settings of online job scheduling which were done previously in an ad hoc manner or without giving much insight. Building upon this we also provide a speed-augmented competitive algorithm for multiple unrelated machines with nondecreasing convex functions g ij (t), where the competitive ratio depends on the curvature of the cost functions g ij (t).
I. INTRODUCTION
Job scheduling is one of the fundamental problems in operation research and computer science that broadly speaking the goal is to schedule a collection of jobs with different specifications to a set of machines by minimizing a certain performance metric. Depending on the application various performance metrics have been proposed and analyzed over the past decades with some of the most important ones being the weighted completion time j w j C j , where C j denotes the completion time of job j, weighted flow time j w j (C j − r j ), where r j is the release time of job j, or a generalization of both such as weighted k -flow time ( j w j (C j − r j ) k )
lengths, release times, and cost functions) are known and given to the scheduler a priori. In the online setting which we consider in this paper, the scheduler only gets to know a job specification upon its arrival to the system in which case the scheduler must make an irrevocable decision. Therefore, an immediate question here is whether an online scheduler can still achieve a performance "close" to that of the offline one despite its lack of information ahead of time. This has been addressed using the notion of competitive ratio which has been used frequently as a standard metric for evaluating the performance of online algorithms. In this paper, we shall also use the competitive ratio to evaluate the performance guarantee of our devised online algorithms.
In this paper we allow preemptive schedules meaning that the processing of a job on a machine can be interrupted due to the existence or arrival of other jobs. This is much needed in a deterministic setting because it is shown in [6] that even for a single machine there are strong lower bounds for competitive ratio of any online algorithm. It is worth noting that relaxing the deterministic job specifications to stochastic ones one can obtain non-preemptive competitive algorithms but with respect to weaker offline benchmarks [7] . Moreover, we consider nonmigratory schedules in which a dispatched job must stay on the same machine until its completion and it is not allowed to migrate to other machines. In fact, for various reasons such as increasing the lifetime of the machines or reducing the failure in job completions, nonmigratory schedules are quite desirable in practical applications [4] . Furthermore, in this paper, we assume that all the machines have fixed unit processing speed and can process only a unit of job per unit time slot. Note that this is more restrictive than the setting in which a machine can vary its speed over time [8] , [9] . In fact, in the latter case, an online scheduler has extra freedom to adjust its speed at various time instances (possibly by incurring an energy cost) to achieve a better competitive ratio. This extra freedom usually makes the analysis of varying speed setting simpler than the more restrictive case of fixed speed machines that we consider in this paper.
Unfortunately, even for a simple weighted flow time problem on three unrelated machines, it is known that no online algorithm can achieve a bounded competitive ratio [10] . To overcome this obstacle, in this paper we adopt the speed augmentation framework which was first proposed by [11] and subsequently used in various online job scheduling problems [3] , [4] , [8] , [12] , [13] . More precisely, in the speed augmentation framework one compares the performance of the online scheduler with a weaker optimal offline benchmark, i.e., the one in which each machine has a fixed slower speed of 1 1+ , > 0. In other words, an online scheduler can achieve a bounded competitive ratio if its machines run 1 + times faster than those in the optimal offline benchmark.
In general, there are two different approaches to devising competitive algorithms for online job scheduling. The first method is based on the potential function technique where one comes up with a clever potential function and shows that the proposed algorithm behaves well compared to the offline benchmark in an amortized sense. Unfortunately, constructing potential functions can be quite tricky which often requires a good "guess". Even if one can come up with the right potential function, such analysis provides little insight about the problem with the choice of the potential function being very specific to the problem setup [5] , [13] - [15] . An alternative and perhaps more powerful technique which we also use in this paper is the one based on linear/convex programming and dual fitting [3] , [4] , [8] . In this approach, one first models the offline job scheduling problem as a mathematical program and then utilizes this program to develop an online algorithm that preserves KKT optimality conditions as much as possible over the course of the algorithm. Doing in this manner, one can construct an online feasible primal solution (i.e., the solution generated by the algorithm) together with a properly "fitted" dual solution, and show that the cost increments in the primal objective (i.e., increase in the cost of the algorithm due to its decisions) and those of the dual objective are within a constant factor from each other. This implies that the cost increments of the primal and dual feasible solutions due to the arrival of a new job remain within a constant factor from each other, establishing a competitive ratio for the devised algorithm which follows from weak duality. However, one major difficulty here is to carefully select the dual variables which in general could be highly nontrivial. As one of the contributions of this paper, we provide a principled way of setting dual variables using elementary results from optimal control and minimum principle. As a by-product, we show how one can recover some of the earlier dual fitting results which were obtained in an ad hoc manner and even extend them to more complicated heterogeneous settings. We believe that this optimal control perspective has the potential to be applied to many other similar problems and provides a systematic tool for dual-fitting analysis when the choice of "right" dual variables is highly nontrivial.
A. Related works
It is known that without speed augmentation there is no competitive online algorithm for minimizing weighted flow time [16] . The first online competitive algorithm with speed augmentation for minimizing flow time on a single machine was given by [11] . In [5] a potential function was used to show that a natural online greedy algorithm is (1 + )-speed O(k −(2+ 2 k ) )-competitive for minimizing knorm of weighted flow time on unrelated machines. This result was improved by [4] to (1 + )-speed O(k −(2+ 1 k ) )-competitive algorithm which was the first analysis of online job scheduling using the dual fitting technique. In their algorithm each machine works based on highest residual density first (HRDF) rule where the residual density of a job j on machine i at time t is given by the ratio of its weight w ij over its remaining length v ij (t), i.e., ρ ij (t) := w ij v ij (t) . In particular, a newly released job is dispatched to a machine that gives the least increase in the objective of the linear program. Our algorithm for online job scheduling with generalized cost functions is partly inspired from the primal-dual algorithm in [8] which was given for a different objective of minimizing the sum of energy and weighted flow time on unrelated machines. However, unlike [8] where the optimal dual variables can be precisely determined using natural KKT conditions, the dual variables in our setting do not admit a simple closed-form characterization. Therefore, we follow a different path to infer our desired properties using a dynamic construction of dual variables which requires completely new ideas.
Online job scheduling on a single machine with general cost functions of the form g j (t) = w j g(t) where g(t) is a general nonnegative nondecreasing function has been studied in [3] . In particular, it was shown that the highest density first (HDF) rule is optimal for minimizing the fractional completion time on a single machine and it was left open for multiple machines. Here, the fractional objective means that the contribution of a job to the objective cost is proportional to its remaining length. The analysis in [3] is based on a primal-dual technique which updates the optimal dual variables upon arrival of a new job using a fairly complex two-phase process. We obtain the same result here using a very simple process mainly inspired by dynamic programming which also motivates our optimal control formulation for extending this result to arbitrary nondecreasing cost functions g j (t). The problem of minimizing the fractional generalized flow time w j g(t − r j ) on unrelated machines for a convex and nondecreasing cost function g(·) has been recently studied in [17] , where it is shown that a greedy dispatching rule similar to that in [4] together with HRDF scheduling rule provides a competitive online algorithm under speedaugmented setting. The analysis in [17] is based on nonlinear Lagrangian relaxation and dual fitting along with the same spirit as those given in [4] . However, the competitive ratio in [17] depends on additional assumptions on the cost function g(t) and is a special case of our generalized completion time problem on unrelated machines. In particular, our algorithm is different in nature than the one in [17] and is based on a simple primal-dual dispatching scheme. In fact, the competitive ratio that we obtain here follows organically from our analysis and requires less stringent assumptions on the cost functions.
The generalized flow problem on a single machine with special cost functions g j (t) = g(t − r j ) has been studied in [18] . It was shown that for nondecreasing nonnegative function g(·) the HDF rule is (2 + )-speed O(1)-competitive and this is essentially the best online algorithm one can hope under the speed-augmented setting. [17] uses Lagrangian duality for online scheduling problems beyond linear and convex programming. From a different perspective, many scheduling problems can be viewed as allocating rates to jobs subject to certain constraints on the rates. In other words, at a given time a processor can simultaneously work on multiple jobs by splitting its computational resources with different rates among the pending jobs. The problem of rate allocation on a single machine with the objective of minimizing weighted flow/completion time when jobs of unknown size arrive online (nonclairvoyant setting) has been studied in [13] , [14] , [19] . Moreover, [20] gives an (1 + )-speed O( 1 2 )-competitive algorithm for fair rate allocation over unrelated machines. The offline version of job scheduling on a single or multiple machines has also received much attention in the past years [1] , [21] . [22] uses a convex program to give a 2-approximation algorithm for minimizing k -norm of the loads on unrelated machines. [23] studied the offline version of a very general scheduling problem on a single machine whose online version is considered in this paper. More precisely, [23] provides a preemptive O(log log P )-approximation algorithm to minimize the generalized heterogeneous completion time j g j (C j ), where P is the ratio of the maximum to minimum job length. This result has been recently extended in [24] to the case of multiple identical machines. [3] considered the online generalized completion time j g j (C j ) problem on a single machine and provided a rate allocation algorithm which is
)-competitive assuming differentiable and monotone concave cost functions g j (t). We note that the rate allocation problem is a significant relaxation of the problem we consider here. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one which studies the generalized completion time j g j (C j ) problem under the speed-augmented setting. In particular, for both single and multiple unrelated machines, we provide online preemptive nonmigratory algorithms whose competitive ratios depend on the curvature of the cost functions g j (·).
B. Organization and contributions
We first provide a formal formulation of the heterogeneous generalized fractional completion (HGFC) time problem on a single machine in Section II. In Section III, we consider a special case of HGFC when the cost functions are of the form g j (t) = w j g(t), where w j ≥ 0 is a constant weight and g(t) is an arbitrary nonnegative nondecreasing function. We provide a simple process to update the dual variables upon arrival of each job which in turn implies that the HDF is an optimal online schedule for this special case. To handle the very general HGFC problem, in Section IV we provide an alternative optimal control formulation for the offline HGFC problem with identical release times. This formulation allows us to set our dual variables as close as possible to the optimal dual variables. Using this, in Section V we consider the online HGFC problem on a single machine and design an online algorithm as an iterative application of the offline HGFC with identical release times. In that regard, we deduce our desired properties on our choice of dual variables by making a connection to a network flow problem. These results together will allow us to bound the competitive ratio of our online algorithm for HGFC on a single machine assuming monotonicity of the cost functions g j (t). In section VI, we extend this result to the case of online scheduling for HGFC on unrelated machines by assuming convexity of the cost functions g ij (t). We conclude the paper by some discussions and identifying future directions of research in Section VII. Finally, in Appendix I, we present another application of our optimal control framework in analyzing and generalizing some of the existing dual fitting techniques. We relegate other auxiliary lemmas to Appendix II.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper we only focus on devising competitive algorithms for fractional objective functions. This is a common approach in obtaining a competitive, speed-augmented scheduling algorithm for various integral objective functions which first derives an algorithm that is competitive for the fractional objective [3] , [8] , [14] , [17] . In fact, it is known that any λ-speed γ-competitive algorithm for fractional generalized flow/completion problem can be converted to a (1 + )λ-speed 1+ γ-competitive algorithm for the integral problem, for some ∈ (0, 1] [25] . Next we introduce a natural LP formulation for the HGFC problem on a single machine and postpone its extension on multiple unrelated machines to Section VI. Consider a single machine that can work on at most one unfinished job j at any time instance t. Moreover, assume that the machine has a fixed unit processing speed meaning that it can process only one unit length of a job j per unit time. We consider a clairvoyant setting where each job j has a known length v j and a job dependent cost function g j (t) which is revealed to the machine only at its arrival time r j ≥ 0. Note that in the online setting the machine does not know a prior the job specifications v j , r j , g j (t), and only learns them upon release of job j at time r j . Given a time instance t ≥ r j , let us denote the remaining length of job j at time t by v j (t), such that v j (r j ) = v j . We denote the completion time of the job j to be the first time C j > r j at which the job is fully processed, i.e., v j (C j ) = 0. Of course, C j depends on the type of schedule that the machine is using to process the jobs which we have not specified here. The heterogeneous integral generalized completion time problem is then to find a schedule which minimizes the objective cost j g j (C j ), where g j (t) is a nonnegative nondecreasing differentiable function with g j (r j ) = 0.
As we mentioned earlier, we consider the fractional relaxation of this problem which admits a natural LP formulation. In the fractional problem only the remaining fraction
v j ≤ 1 of job j at time t contributes g j (t) amount to the delay cost of job j. Note that the fractional cost gives a lower bound to the integral cost in which the entire unit fraction
. Therefore, the objective cost of HGFC problem is given by,
Now denoting the rate of processing job j in an infinitesimal interval [t, t + dt] by x j (t), we have dv j (t) = −x j (t)dt. Thus, using integration by part we can rewrite the above objective function as,
where the second equality is by the fact that g j (r j ) = 0 and v j (∞) = 0. Now for simplicity and by some abuse of notation let us redefine g j (t) to be its scaled version
. Then, the offline HGFC problem on a single machine is given by the following LP which is also a fractional relaxation for the integral generalized completion time problem.
Here the first constraint implies that every job j must be fully processed. The second constraint ensures that the machine has unit processing speed at each time instance t. Finally, the integral constraints x j (t) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j, t which are necessary to ensure that at each time instance at most one job can be processed are replaced by their relaxed versions x j (t) ≥ 0, ∀j, t. The dual of this LP is given by
Finally, our goal in solving online HGFC problem on a single machine is to devise an online algorithm whose objective cost is competitive with respect to the optimal offline LP cost (1).
III. A SPECIAL ONLINE HGFC PROBLEM ON A SINGLE MACHINE
In this section we consider HGFC problem on a single machine and for simplified cost functions of the form g j (t) = w j g(t), where w j ≥ 0 is a constant weight reflecting the importance of job j, and g(t) is a general nonnegative nondecreasing function. Again by some abuse of notation, the scaled cost function is given by g j (t) = ρ j g(t), where ρ j := w j v j denotes the density of job j. Rewiring (1) and (2) for this special class of cost functions we have,
Next in order to obtain an optimal online schedule for this special case of HGFC problem, we generate an integral feasible solution (i.e., x j (t) ∈ {0, 1}) to the primal LP (3) together with a feasible dual solution of the same objective cost. The integral feasible solution is simply obtained by following the highest density first (HDF) schedule: among all the alive jobs on the machine process the one which has the highest density. More precisely, denoting the set of alive jobs at time t by
the HDF rule schedules the job arg max j∈A(t) ρ j at time t (ties are broken arbitrarily).
Definition 1: Applying the HDF rule on an original instance of online job scheduling with n jobs, let ∪ k j =1 [t j , t j +v j ] be the disjoint time intervals in which job j is being processed. We define the splitted instance to be the one with N := n j=1 k j jobs, where all the k j jobs (subjobs in the original instance) associated with job j have the same density ρ j , lengthsv j 1 , . . . ,v j k j , and release times t j 1 , . . . , t j k j .
The motivation for introducing the splitted instance is that we do not need to worry about time instances at which a job is interrupted/resumed due to arrival/completion of newly released jobs. Therefore, instead of tracking the preemption times of a job, we can treat each subjob separately as a new job. This allows us to easily generate a dual optimal solution for the splitted instance (Lemma 1) which then can be converted into an optimal dual solution for the original instance (Lemma 2).
Lemma 1: HDF is an optimal schedule for the splitted instance whose cost, denoted by OPT, is equal to the cost of HDF applied on the original online instance.
HDF. Therefore, any work preserving schedule (and in particular HDF rule) which uses the full unit processing power of the machine would be optimal for the splitted instance. As HDF performs identical on both splitted and original instances (in fact this was the way we defined the splitted instance), so the cost of HDF on both instances is equal to OPT. Furthermore, we can fully characterize the optimal dual solution for the splitted instance in a closed form. To see this, let us relabel all the N := n j=1 k j jobs in increasing order of their processing intervals by 1, 2, . . . , N . Then,
form optimal dual solutions to the splitted instance
This is because by definition of dual variables in (4), the dual constraintᾱ
is satisfied by equality for the entire time period [t k , t k +v k ] that job k is scheduled. To see this we note that
Thus for any such t and using the definition ofβ t in (4) we can write,
Thus the dual constraint is tight whenever the corresponding primal variable is positive, which shows that the dual variables in (4) together with the integral primal solution generated by the HDF produce an optimal pair of primal-dual solutions to the splitted instance.
Definition 2: We refer to diagrams of the optimal dual solutions (4) in the splitted instance as α-plot and β-plot, respectively. More precisely, in both plots the x-axis represents the time horizon partitioned into the time intervals ∪ N k=1 [t k , t k +v k ] that HDF processes subjobs. In the α-plot we draw a horizontal line segment at the heightᾱ k v k for subjob k and within its processing interval [t k , t k +v k ]. In the β-plot we simply plotβ t as a function of time. We refer to line segments of the subjobs k = j which are associated with job j as j-steps (see Example 1).
Next we describe a simple process to convert optimal dual solutions (ᾱ,β t ) in the splitted instance to optimal dual solutions (α, β t ) for the original instance with the same objective cost. This process is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Dual Update Process
Given α, β-plots obtained from the optimal splitted instance, update these plots sequentially by moving backward over the steps (i.e., from right to the left) until time t = 0 as follows:
• (1) If the current step k is the first j-step visited from the right, i.e., k = j 1 , reduce its height to h j = min t≥t k {β t + ρ k g(t)}, and fix it as a reference height for job j. Otherwise, if k = j , ≥ 2, reduce the height of step k to its previously set reference height h j .
• (2) Reduce the height of all other unupdated steps on the left side of step k by δ k , where δ k denotes the height decrease of the current step k. In response, update the β-plot accordingly by lowering the value ofβ t by the same amount δ k for all time prior to the current step (i.e., ∀t ∈ [0, t k +v k ]) . densities {ρ 1 = 1, ρ 2 = 2, ρ 3 = 3, ρ 4 = 4, ρ 5 = 5}. Moreover, assume that g(t) = t so that the HGFC problem reduces to the standard fractional completion time problem:
Now applying HDF on this instance we get a splitted instance with 7 subjobs: two 1-steps of lengths v 1 1 = 2,v 1 2 = 1 which are scheduled over time intervals [6, 8] and [0, 1], a 2-step of lengthv 2 1 = 1 which is scheduled over [1, 2] , two 3-steps of equal lengthv 3 1 =v 3 2 = 1 which are scheduled over [5, 6] and [2, 3] , one 4-step of lengthv 4 1 = 1 which is scheduled over [3, 4] , and finally one 5-step of length v 5 1 = 1 which is scheduled over [4, 5] . These steps for the splitted instance are illustrated by blue line segments in the α-plot in Figure 1 . The corresponding optimal β-plot for the splitted instance is also given by the continuous blue curve in Figure 1 which is obtained from (4). Now moving backward in time over the steps, we set 1 1 , 3 1 , 5 1 as the reference steps for jobs 1, 3, and 5, respectively. Note that by Algorithm 1 these steps do not need to be lowered. However, step 4 1 will be lowed by one unit which is then set as the reference height for job 4. Consequently, all the steps before 4 1 will be lowered by one unit in both α-plot and β-plot. Continuing in this manner by processing all the remaining steps 3 2 , 2 1 , 1 2 , we eventually obtain the red steps in the α-plot and the red piecewise curves in the β-plot which correspond to the optimal dual solutions of the original instance. Note that at the end of this process all the steps corresponding to a job are set to the same reference height. For instance the two subjobs 3 1 and 3 2 are set to the reference height 20, i.e.,ᾱ
Lemma 2: The reference heights {h j } n j=1 and {β t } t≥0 values obtained from α, β-plots at the end of Algorithm 1 form feasible dual solutions ({
, {β t } t≥0 ) to the original online instance whose dual cost equals to the optimal cost of the splitted instance OPT.
Proof: First we note that updating α, β-plots do not change the dual objective value. To see this, assume at the current step k we update both plots by δ k . Then the first term N r=1ᾱ r in the dual objective function of the splitted instance (5) reduces by exactly δ k (t k +v k ), which is the size of the area shrinked by lowering the height of all the steps prior to the current time t k +v k . As we also lower the β-plot by the same amount δ k for t ∈ [0, t k +v k ], the second term ∞ 0β t in the dual objective function also decreases by the same amount δ j (t k +v k ). Thus the overall effect of updates in the dual objective (5) at each iteration is zero. This implies that the dual objective value at the end of Algorithm 1 is the same as its initial value, i.e., OPT.
Next we show that Algorithm 1 terminates properly with a feasible dual solution. Otherwise by contradiction, letĵ be the first step whose update at timet := tĵ +vĵ violates at least one of the dual constraints, i.e.,βt + ρ j g(t) < h j for some j. Now let j be the first j-step on the right side ofĵ, and consider the time t j at which j was set to its reference height h j . Defining ∆ to be the height difference betweenĵ and h j at time t j , we have
, where I := [t, t j ], and k ∈ I refers to all the subjubs (steps) which are scheduled during I. This is because first of all the updates prior to j do not change the relative height difference betweenĵ and j . Moreover, during the interval I if a subjob of density ρ k is scheduled over [t k , t k +v k ] ⊆ I, then from (4) the first term in β t + ρ j g(t) drops at a negative rate ρ k g (t) while the second term increases at a positive rate ρ j g (t). As all the intermediate steps k ∈ I have higher density than ρ j (otherwise, by HDF rule the subjob j should have been processed earlier), we can write,
In other words, ∆ is larger than the total height decrease thatβ t + ρ j g(t) incurs over I.
To derive a contradiction, it is sufficient to show that ∆ is no less than the total height decrements incurred by the step updates during the interval I. Toward this aim let us partition I into subintervals I = ∪ p j =1 I j as we move backward over I. Each subinterval I j starts with the first subjob j 1 outside of the previous one I j −1 , and it is just long enough to contain all other j -steps which are inside I. By this partitioning and HDF rule, it is easy to see that the first step j 1 of each subinterval I j must be set as a reference for job j . Now by our choice ofĵ we know that all the steps in I j can be properly set to their reference height at the time of update. Thus using a similar argument as above, the total height decrements due to step updates in the subinterval I j (except the first step j 1 which is a reference step) is equal to the total height decrease thatβ t + ρ j g(t) incurs over the interval I j , i.e.,
Finally, we account for total height reduction due to reference updates, denoted by j ∆ j 1 . We do this using a charging argument where we charge height decrements due to reference updates to the subintervals I j , j = 1, . . . , p. As a result, the total height reduction due to reference updates would be the total charge over all the subintervals. For this purpose, let L(j ) := {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r q } be the longest chain of subintervals such that r 1 is index of the first subinterval of lower density on the left side of I j , i.e., ρ r 1 ≤ ρ j , and inductively, r i+1 denotes the index of the first subinterval of lower density on the left side of I r i , i.e., ρ r i+1 ≤ ρ r i . Then we charge subinterval
is the total variation of g(·) over I j . As it is shown in Lemma 7 the height decrements due to reference updates j ∆ j 1 is bounded above by the total charge j (ρ j − ρ rq )g(I j ). Thus the total height reduction over I can be bounded by
where the second inequality holds because ρ j ≤ min k∈I ρ k ≤ ρ rq . This contradiction establishes the dual feasibility of the generated solution at the end of Algorithm 1. Finally, let ({ᾱ j }, β t ) denote the values of α, β-plots at the end of Algorithm 1. Since at the end of the algorithm all the j-steps are properly set to the same reference heightᾱ
. This shows that α j := ᾱ j = h j v j and β t form feasible dual solutions to the original instance.
Theorem 1: HDF is an optimal online algorithm for the HGFC problem on a single machine with special cost functions g j (t) = ρ j g(t), where g(t) is an arbitrary nonnegative nondecreasing function.
Proof: Consider the splitted instance obtained from applying HDF on the original online instance with n jobs. From Lemma 1 HDF is an optimal schedule for the splitted instance whose optimal cost OPT equals to the cost of HDF on the original online instance. Let ({ᾱ k } N k=1 ,β t ) be the optimal dual solution to the splitted instance. By Lemma 2 we can convert ({ᾱ k } N k=1 ,β t ) to a feasible dual solution ({α j } n j=1 , β t ) for the original instance with the same cost OPT. This shows that the solution generated by HDF together with ({α j } n j=1 , β t ) form a feasible primal-dual solution to the original instance with the same objective cost OPT. By strong duality this implies that HDF is an optimal schedule.
As we saw above, Algorithm 1 provides a simple update rule to generate optimal dual variables for the special case of cost functions ρ j g(t). Unfortunately, this quickly becomes intractable when we work with general heterogeneous cost functions g j (t). However, a closer look in the structure of Algorithm 1 shows that it is merely dynamic programming that starts from a dual solution (namely optimal dual solution of the splitted instance) and moves backward to fit it into the dual of the original instance. This suggests us to formulate the HGFC problem as an optimal control problem in which the HamiltonJacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation plays the role of dynamic programming above and tells us how to fit our dual variables as close as possible to the dual of the HGFC problem. However, a major issue here is that for the online HGFC problem jobs may arrive over time which requires a hybrid optimal control formulation [26] . As working with hybrid systems makes the analysis quite complicated, we instead overcome this issue using the insights obtained from the structure of the optimal β-curve generated by Algorithm 1 (see the red discontinuous curve in the β-plot of Figure 1 ). It can be seen that the optimal β-plot has discontinuous jumps whenever a new job arrives in the system. To mimic this behavior, we start to solve the offline optimal control problem and whenever a new job arrives we simply update the state of the system and solve the new offline optimal control problem to update our variables. In this fashion one only needs to iteratively solve offline optimal control problems as described next.
IV. AN OPTIMAL CONTROL FORMULATION FOR OFFLINE HGFC PROBLEM WITH IDENTICAL
RELEASE TIMES In this section, we cast the offline HGFC problem on a single machine with identical release times as an optimal control problem. This gives us a powerful tool to characterize the structure of the optimal offline schedule and to set the dual variables. Consider the time r n that a new job n is released to the system and let A(r n ) be the set of currently alive jobs (excluding job n). Now if we assume that no new jobs are going to be released in the future, then an optimal schedule must solve an offline instance with a set of jobs A(r n ) ∪ {n} and identical release times r n , where the length of job j ∈ A(r n ) ∪ {n} is given by its residual length v j (r n ) at time r n (note that for job n we have v j (r n ) = v n as it is released at time r n ). Since the optimal cost to this offline instance depends on the residual lengths of the alive jobs, we shall refer to them as states of the system at time r n . More precisely, we define the state of job j at time t to be the residual length v j (t) of that job at time t, and the state vector to be
T , where k = |A(r n )|. Note that since we are looking at the offline HGFC problem at time r n assuming no future arrivals, the dimension of state vector does not change and equals to the number of alive jobs at time r n .
Next we define the control input at time t to be x(t) = (x 1 (t), . . . , x k (t)) T , where x j (t) is the rate of processing job j at time t. Therefore, v j (t) = v j (r n ) − t rn x j (τ )dτ , or equivalentlyv j (t) = −x j (t) with the initial condition v j (r n ). Rewriting these equations in a vector form we have,
Moreover, due to the second primal constraints in (1) we note that at any time the control vector x(t) must belong to the simplex
. Therefore, an equivalent optimal control formulation for (1) given identical release times r n and initial state v(r n ) is given by
where as before g j (t) refers to the original cost function scaled by
. Note that for any t the loss function j g j (t)x j (t) is nonnegative. As g j (t)s can only increase over time, this implies that any optimal control x o (t) must finish the jobs in the finite time interval [r n , t 1 ] where t 1 := r n + j v j (r n ). So without loss of generality we can replace the upper limit in the integral by t 1 , which gives us the following equivalent optimal control problem:
It is worth noting that we do not need to add nonnegativity constraints v(t) ≥ 0 to (7) as they implicitly follow from the terminal condition. This is because if v j (t) < 0 for some j and t ≤ t 1 , then as x j (t) ≥ 0, the state can only decrease further and remains negative forever, violating the terminal condition v(t 1 ) = 0. So specifying that v(t 1 ) = 0 already implies that v(t) ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ [r n , t 1 ]. Remark 1: Using integration by parts one can write an equivalent expression for (7) in terms of state variables v(t) as,
A. Solving the offline HGFC using minimum principle Next we proceed to solve the optimal control problem (7) using the minimum principle. The Hamiltonian for (7) with a costate vector p(t) is given by H(v, x, p) :
Writing the minimum principle optimality conditions we obtain,
Therefore, for every j ∈ A(r n ) the minimum principle optimality conditions for (7) with free terminal time t 1 and fixed endpoints are given by,
with boundary conditions v j (r n ), v j (t 1 ) = 0, and j (g j (t 1 ) − p j (t 1 ))x j (t 1 ) = 0. Here the last boundary condition is due to the free terminal time condition which requires that the Hamiltonian evaluated at the terminal time t 1 to be equal to 0, i.e., H |t 1 = 0. Unfortunately, we do not know how to determine costate constants p j (t 1 ), j ∈ A(r n ) a priori, as it can be an NP-hard problem in general. 1 In fact, if we knew how to determine these costate constants efficiently, we could fully characterize the optimal offline schedule: plot all the curves {p k (t 1 ) − g k (t), k ∈ A(r n )} as a function of time and at any time t schedule the job j whose curve p j (t 1 ) − g j (t) determines the upper envelope of all other curves at that time.
Interestingly, the costate constants {p k (t 1 ), k ∈ A(r n )} can be determined from the optimal α-dual variables in (2) (with identical release times r n ) and vice versa. To see this define β t := p j (t 1 ) − g j (t) if at time t job j is scheduled, and
, ∀k ∈ A(r n ). Then for all the time instances I j at which job j is scheduled we have,
, ∀t ∈ I j , which shows that the dual constraint in (2) must be tight. Thus defining the dual variables in terms of costates as above will satisfy the complementary slackness conditions. Moreover, given an arbitrary time t ∈ I j at which job j is scheduled, from the last condition of minimum principle in (8) we have
which shows that the above definition of dual variables in terms of costates are also dual feasible, and hence must be optimal. As a result, we can recover the costate curves fully from the optimal dual variables and vice versa. However, the remaining issue still is to understand how to determine the costate constants p j (t 1 ), ∀j. To address this issue we rely on the optimality conditions that one can derive from HJB equation. But before getting to that in the following we show that if the cost functions g k (t) have a simple structure, then knowing the exact values of p k (t 1 ) is not necessary to determine the structure of the optimal policy. In other words, merely knowing the general structure of the cost functions g k (t) would be enough to fully determine the upper envelope of the curves {p k (t 1 ) − g k (t), k ∈ A(r n )}, and hence the optimal offline scheduling policy x o (t).
Definition 3:
We say a function g 1 dominates another function g 2 and denote it by g 1 g 2 , if g 1 (t) > g 2 (t), ∀t. A class of functions H = {g j } is called a dominating family if (H, ) forms a totally ordered set.
Proposition 2: Let H = {g j (t)} be a dominating family of cost functions. Then the optimal offline schedule must process the jobs based on their dominance order, i.e., it first schedules a job with the most dominant cost function and it schedules at the last a job with the least dominant cost function.
Proof: Let us sort the functions in H as g 1 g 2 . . . g n . Note that every curve p j (t 1 ) − g j (t) is simply −g j (t) which is shifted by a constant amount p j (t 1 ). Now we argue that every two curves 1 Only for the last job j * which is processed by the optimal offline policy we can say pj * (t1) = gj * (t1). This follows by a continuity argument and using the boundary condition H |t 1 = 0, as xj * (t 
do not intersect, then one of them must lie above the other over the entire horizon [0, t 1 ]. As a result, the job associated with the lower curve will never be executed by the optimal policy x o , which is a contradiction. On the other hand, if two curves intersect in at least two time instances, say t a = t b , then
Example 2: H = {ρ j g(t) : ρ 1 > ρ 2 > . . . > ρ n } with nonnegative nondecreasing function g(t) forms a dominating family of functions. This in view of Proposition 2 shows that HDF rule is an optimal scheduling policy for the offline fractional completion time with identical release times.
B. Determining dual variables using HJB equation
Now let us get back to the problem of determining costate constants and hence optimal offline dual variables. To this aim let us define
to be the optimal value function for the optimal control problem (7) given initial state v at initial time t, where the minimum is taken over all control inputs x[t,
. It is known [26] that at any point of differentiability of the optimal value function the costate obtained from the minimum principle must be equal to the gradient of the optimal value function with respect to the state variable, i.e., p(t) = ∂ ∂v
, where v o (t) denotes the optimal state trajectory obtained by following the optimal control x o (t). As before, let I j denote the set of time instances at which the optimal solution schedules job j, i.e., x o j (t) = 1, ∀t ∈ I j . As we showed earlier that the optimal dual variable β t is given by β t = p j (t) − g j (t), ∀t ∈ I j , thus
On the other hand, using HJB equation we know that for any initial time t and initial state v,
where the minimum is achieved for a job j with the smallest
, in which case x j = 1 and x = 0, ∀ = j. Writing the HJB equation along the optimal trajectory v o (t) we have
This in view of (9) shows that the optimal dual variable β t is given by
, ∀t ∈ I j . Since this argument holds for every I j , we have
Moreover, from complementary slackness conditions we know that the dual constraint
≤ β t +g j (t) must be tight for every t ∈ I j . Using this fact together with (10) and (11) we have,
As a result for every t ∈ I j the value of
is a constant which does not change and equals to the optimal α-dual variable for the currently being processed job j, i.e.,
In other words, the optimal dual variables
and β t in the offline dual program (2) with identical release times r n are equal to the sensitivity of the optimal value function with respect to the currently being processed job j, and the current execution time t, respectively.
Example 3: Consider an instance of offline job scheduling with identical arrival time r n = 0 and two jobs of lengths v 1 (0) = 1 and v 2 (0) = 2. Moreover, let g 1 (t) = ρ 1 t and g 2 (t) = ρ 2 t, where ρ 1 > ρ 2 . From previous section we know that HDF is the optimal schedule for HGFC given this special cost functions. Therefore, the optimal value function is given by
Moreover, the optimal control is x , 3) . Thus the optimal state trajectory is given by
Now using (13) and (14) we can write,
On the other hand, we have
Now one can easily see that the above α 1 , α 2 , β t are optimal dual variables with optimal objective value
In fact, the optimal control framework that we presented here can unify several existing (and perhaps many more) dual fitting techniques for online job scheduling (e.g., see Appendix I). The idea is quite simple and natural. From (11) we know that for a single machine
Since larger β t is always in favor of dual feasibility, instead of finding a precise closed form for V o (v o (t), t) (which might be difficult in general), we use a close upper bound for it. In that regard, we can upper bound
by the objective cost of any feasible test policy which typically can be chosen as a perturbation of the optimal policy. The closer our test policy to the optimal one, the more accurate dual fit we obtain for the optimal β-variable. We shall see this idea in more detail in the subsequent sections. With the above characterization of the optimal offline dual variables in hand, we next proceed to provide a competitive online algorithm for the HGFC problem on a single machine.
V. A COMPETITIVE ONLINE ALGORITHM FOR HGFC ON A SINGLE MACHINE
In this section, we consider the online HGFC problem on a single machine whose offline LP relaxation and its dual are given by (1) and (2), respectively. In the online setting, the nonnegative nondecreasing cost functions g j (t), j = 1, 2, . . . are released at time instances r 1 , r 2 , . . ., and our goal is to provide an online scheduling policy to process the jobs on a single machine and yet achieve a bounded competitive ratio with respect to the optimal offline LP cost (1).
As we saw in Section IV, the offline version of this problem with identical release times can be formulated as the optimal control problem (1). Here we show how to devise an online algorithm for the HGFC problem as a repeated application of this offline problem. The algorithm is quite simple and works in a greedy fashion as detailed in Algorithm 2. Intuitively, the online Algorithm 2 always schedules the jobs based on its most recent optimal offline policy (assuming no future arrivals) until a new job n is released at time r n . At that time the algorithm updates its scheduling policy by solving a new offline problem to account for the new job n. Consequently, it also updates the tail (i.e., the portion of dual variables which are after time t ≥ r n ) of the old dual variables to the new ones obtained from solving the new dual program including job n. Note that the second stage of the algorithm is unnecessary in the algorithm implementation and it is given only for the sake of analysis.
Algorithm 2 Online algorithm for HGFC on a single machine
• Upon arrival of a new job n at time r n , let A (r n ) denote the set of alive jobs at time r n including job n with remaining lengths {v j (r n ), j ∈ A (r n )}. Solve the offline optimal control problem (7) for jobs A (r n ) with identical release times r n and job lengths {v j (r n ), j ∈ A (r n )}, and schedule the jobs from time r n onward based on the optimal solution x o (t), t ≥ r n .
• Set the α-dual variable for the new job n to its new optimal value α n , i.e., the one obtained from solving offline dual program (2) with identical released times r n and job lengths {v j (r n ), j ∈ A (r n )}. Moreover, replace the tail of the old β-variable {β t } t≥rn by the new optimal dual variable {β t } t≥rn obtained from solving (2) . Keep all other dual variables {α j } j =n and {β t } t<rn unchanged.
Next we show that the dual variables set by this algorithm indeed generate a feasible dual solution to the original instance (2) with different release times r 1 , r 2 , . . ., and initial job lengths v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , . . .. For this purpose, we find it more convenient to work with discretized version of the optimal control problem (7) cast as a discrete time network flow problem on a bipartite graph. More precisely, let us partition the time horizon into infinitesimal time slots of length ∆ such that for sufficiently small ∆ compared to the job lengths we can assume without loss of generality that the jobs lengths are integer multiples of ∆ and that jobs arrive and complete only at these integer multiples. 2 Upon arrival of a new job n at time r n let {v j (r n ), j ∈ A(r n )} be the remaining lengths of alive jobs without the new job n.
3 Consider a flow network with a source node a and a terminal node b where the goal is to sent j∈A(rn) v j (r n ) units of flow from a to b. The source node is connected to |A(r n )| nodes, each representing one of the alive jobs. Each directed edge (a, j) has capacity v j (r n ) and cost 0. The terminal node b is connected to all the time slots t = r n , r n + ∆, r n + 2∆, . . ., where the edge (t, b) has capacity ∆ and zero cost. Finally, we set the capacity of the directed edge (j, t) to ∆ and its cost to g j (t). We refer to this network as the residual network flow at time r n and denote it by RNF(r n ). Note that since the capacity of each edge in RNF(r n ) is an integral multiple of ∆, integrality of the min-cost flow implies that in the optimal flow solution each edge (j, t) is either fully saturated by ∆ units of flow or does not carry any flow. Consequently, this implies that the optimal flow assigns at most one job to any time slot t (recall that edge (j, t) has capacity ∆), respecting the constraint that at each time slot the machine can only work on at most one job. By this construction it is then clear that as ∆ → 0 the min cost flow solution to RNF(r n ) is the same as optimal control solution to (7), as they both solve the same instance of the offline HGFC problem with jobs lengths {v j (r n ), j ∈ A(r n )} and identical release times r n . In particular, the optimal flow cost in RNF(r n ) is the same as the optimal value function V o (v(r n ), r n ) in the optimal control problem (7). . Therefore, from now on we only work with the scaled RNF(r n ) where for simplicity and by some abuse of notations we use the same labels to refer to the scaled parameters, i.e.,
, g j (t) := g j (t∆)∆, and t = r n , r n + 1, . . . (see Figure 2) . Similarly, we denote the dual variables of the scaled system again by β t and α j which in terms of the original unscaled system are given by ∆β t∆ and α j , respectively. Note that α j in both systems remain the same.
Lemma 3: Let β t and β t be optimal dual solutions to RNF(r n ) and RNF (r n ), i.e., in absence and presence of job n, respectively. Then β t ≥ β t , ∀t ≥ r n .
Proof: Consider an instance of n − 1 jobs with identical release time r n and lengths {v j (r n )} n−1 j=1 , and denote the optimal dual solution to RNF(r n ) of this instance by β t . Let β t denote the optimal dual solution to RNF (r n ) of the same instance with an extra new job n of length v n and release time r n . In case where there are many optimal dual solutions we take β t to be the maximal one with the largest value t≥rn β t . We refer to β t and β t as old and new solutions, respectively. Note that by monotonicity of edge costs g j (·), we have β t = 0, ∀t ≥ T , and β t = 0, ∀t ≥ T , where T := r n + n−1 j=1 v j (r n ), and T := T + v n . Therefore, if we define S := {t ≥ r n : β t ≥ β t }, we have [T, ∞) ⊆ S. Moreover, let N (S) := {j ∈ [n] : x j (t) = 1 for some t ∈ S} be the set of all the jobs which in the new optimal solution send positive flow to at least one of the time slots in S. Furthermore, we defineS := {t ≥ r n : β t < β t } andN (S) := [n] \ N (S) to be the complements of S and N (S), respectively, where we note that S ⊆ [r n , T ). To derive a contradiction, let us assumeS = ∅. We claim that α j ≥ α j , ∀j ∈ N (S) \ {n}. This is because if j ∈ N (S) \ {n}, there exists t ∈ S such that x j (t) = 1, and due to complementary slackness condition for the new solution,
where the first inequality holds because t ∈ S, and the second inequality is due to dual feasibility of the old solution for the job-slot pair (j, t). On the other hand, x j (t) = 0, ∀j ∈ N (S) \ {n}, ∀t ∈S. Otherwise, if x j (t) = 1 for some j ∈ N (S) \ {n} and t ∈S, then
contradicting the fact that t ∈S. Here the first inequality is due to feasibility of the new solution for the pair (j, t), the second inequality is due (15) , and the last equality is by complementary slackness condition for the old solution. Now by monotonicity of g j (·), we know that the old solution sends exactly one unit of flow to each of the time slots in [r n , T ). AsS ⊆ [r n , T ), this means that exactly |S| units of flow is sent by the old solution to the time slots inS. Since we just showed that the old solution does not send any flow from N (S) \ {n} toS, this means that |S| ≤ j∈N (S)\{n} v j (r n ) as otherwise, there would not be enough flow to send toS. On the other hand, by definition ofN (S) we know that the new solution does not send any positive flow fromN (S) to S. Thus the flow of all the jobs inN (S) must be sent toS, and hence |S| ≥ j∈N (S) v j (r n ). This in view of the former relation shows that n ∈ N (S) and |S| = j∈N (S) v j (r n ). In other words, both old and new solutions route the entire flow going intō N (S) out toS, and hence x j (t) = x j (t), ∀j ∈N (S), ∀t ∈S. This decomposes the flow network into two parts [N (S) :S] and [N (S) : S] with no positive flow from one side to the other in neither old nor new solutions. But in that case α := ({α j } j∈N (S) , {α j } j∈N (S) ) and β := ({β t } t∈S , {β t } t∈S ) form another optimal new solution with higher β-sum, contradicting the maximality of {β t }. To see why (α , β ) is a also an optimal solution to the new instance we note that if j ∈N (S), t ∈S or j ∈ N (S), t ∈ S, dual feasibility of (α , β ) follows from dual feasibility of ({α j } j∈N (S) , {β t } t∈S ) or ({α j } j∈N (S) , {β t } t∈S ), respectively. Moreover, for j ∈N (S), t ∈ S dual feasibility of the old solution implies
Similarly, for j ∈ N (S), t ∈S dual feasibility of the new solution implies 
Lemma 4:
The dual solution generated by Algorithm 2 is feasible to the dual program (2) . Proof: We show it by induction on the number of jobs. The statement trivially holds when there is only one job in the system as the optimal solution to (1) coincides with the one generated by RNF(r 1 ) (and so does their dual solutions). Now suppose the statement is true for the first n − 1 jobs with release times r 1 ≤ . . . ≤ r n−1 , meaning that the dual solution ({β t } t≥0 , {α j } n−1 j=1 ) generated by Algorithm 2 is dual feasible to (2) with n − 1 jobs. Now consider the time r n when a new job n is released and denote the remaining length of alive jobs at that time by {v j (r n ), j ∈ A(r n )}. From the definition of Algorithm 2 we know that {β t } t≥r n−1 is an optimal dual solution for RNF(r n−1 ). Thus by principle of optimality {β t } t≥rn must be the optimal dual solution to the instance of jobs {v j (r n ), j ∈ A(r n )} with identical release times r n . 4 Now upon arrival of job n, let us denote the new optimal dual solution to RNF (r n ) by {β t } t≥rn . From the description of Algorithm 2 we update the old {β t } t≥0 variables to concatenation of ({β t } t<rn ; {β t } t≥rn ). Moreover, from the above argument and the definition of Algorithm 2 we know that {β t } t≥rn and {β t } t≥rn are optimal dual variables to RNF(r n ) and RNF (r n ), respectively. Thus using Lemma 3 we have β t ≥ β t , ∀t ≥ r n . As we keep dual variables {α j } n−1 j=1 unchanged, and by induction hypothesis they were dual feasible with respect to the old solution {β t } t≥0 , hence {α j } n−1 j=1 remain dual feasible Fig. 3 . The left and right figures illustrate the optimal flow before and after adding job n, respectively. The new flow can be obtained by removing the dashed edges with negative sign and adding the new solid edges with plus sign. This gives an alternating path P := n, t0, j1, t1, j2, t2. The change in the optimal flow cost is precisely the sum of the edge costs along P with respect to plus/minus signs.
with respect to ({β t } t<rn ; {β t } t≥rn ) as well. Therefore, we only need to show that the newly set dual variable α n also satisfies all the dual constraints for t ≥ r n . This also immediately follows from the definition of Algorithm 2. This is because α n is an optimal dual variable for RNF (r n ) which must be feasible with respect to the optimal β-variables {β t } t≥rn . Thus α n is also dual feasible with respect to ({β t } t<rn ; {β t } t≥rn ) for any t ≥ r n .
Lemma 5: Let α n be the dual variable set by Algorithm 2 upon arrival of the new job n. Then ∆ n (Alg) ≤ α n , where ∆ n (Alg) denotes the cost increase of the algorithm due its update at time r n .
Proof: As the algorithm sequentially solves a network flow problem with integral capacities, the feasible primal solution generated by Algorithm 2 is also integral. Let {x j (t) ∈ {0, 1} : j ∈ [n−1], t ≥ 0} and ({α j } j∈[n−1] , {β t } t≥0 ) be the old feasible primal and dual solutions generated by the algorithm before arrival of job n, respectively. Clearly, since {g j (·)} are nondecreasing we have β t = 0, x j (t) = 0, ∀j, t > T := n−1 j=1 v j . Upon arrival of job n at time r n , the algorithm updates its primal and dual solutions for t ≥ r n to those obtained from solving RNF (r n ). We denote these optimal primal/dual solutions by {x j (t) ∈ {0, 1} : j ∈ A(r n ), t ≥ r n } and ({α j } j∈A(rn) , {β t } t≥rn ), respectively. Again we note that by monotonicity of g j (·) we have β t = 0, x j (t) = 0, ∀t > T + v n .
Next we compute the cost increment of the algorithm due to introducing job n. For simplicity let us first assume v n = 1. Also, assume solving RNF (r n ) assigns job n to a time slot t 0 ≥ r n (i.e., x n (t 0 ) = 1). If t 0 > T then the new and old solutions are identical except that one extra unit of flow is sent over the edge (n, t 0 ). In this case, the increase in the flow cost is exactly ∆ n (Alg) = g n (t 0 ). Otherwise, if t 0 ∈ [r n , T ], it means that slot t 0 was assigned by the old solution to a job j 1 ∈ A(r n ).
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Therefore, the new solution must reschedule j 1 to a different time slot t 1 = t 0 . Note that t 1 ≥ r n , since in the new solution only the slots which are after r n are reassigned based on RNF(r n ). Now again if t 1 > T , then the change in the cost of algorithm is exactly ∆ n (Alg) = g n (t 0 ) − g j 1 (t 0 ) + g j 1 (t 1 ). Otherwise, slot t 1 was assigned by the old solution to some job j 2 ∈ A(r n ), and hence, the new solution should reassign job j 2 to another slot t 3 ≥ r n . Repeating this argument we obtain an alternating path of job-slots P := n, t 0 , j 1 , t 1 , . . . , j p , t p , which starts from job n and ends to some slot t p > T . Now starting from the old solution we can rematch jobs to slots along this path to obtain the new solution (see Figure 3) . In particular, the increase in the cost of algorithm is precisely the rematching cost along the path P , and equals to,
On the other hand, we know that ({α j } j∈A(rn) , {β t } t≥rn ) is the optimal dual solution to RNF (r n ). Using complementary slackness condition and dual feasibility of this solution along path P we have,
. . .
where the left hand side equalities are due to complimentary slackness conditions for the optimal solution ({α j } j∈A(rn) , {β t } t≥rn ) over the nonzero flow edges (n, t 0 ), (j 1 , t 1 ), . . . , (j p , t p ) (as x n (t 0 ) = . . . = x jp (t p ) = 1). The right hand side inequalities in (17) are due to dual feasibility of ({α j } j∈A(rn) , {β t } t≥rn ) for RNF(r n ) which are written for the job-slot pairs (j 1 , t 0 ), (j 2 , t 1 ), . . . , (j p , t p−1 ) (note that all the jobs in RNF(r n ) have identical release time r n and so {α j } j∈A(rn) must satisfy dual constraints ∀t ≥ r n ). Summing all the relations in (17) we have,
where the last equality is by (16) . Since by dual feasibility β tp ≥ 0 and v n = 1, we get ∆ n (Alg) ≤ α n . Now if v n > 1, then instead of one path P we will have v n edge disjoint paths P 1 , . . . .P vn , meaning that no pair of job-slot (j, t) is repeated twice in all those paths. This simply follows by the fact that each edge (j, t) in RNF(r n ) has capacity 1 and so each time slot t is matched to at most one job in either old or new solutions. Thus all the above analysis can be carried over each path P , = 1, . . . , v n separately, and we have ∆ P (Alg) ≤ α n vn ∀ , where ∆ P (Alg) denotes the increment in the algorithm's cost along the path P . As all the paths are edge disjoint, the total cost increment of the algorithm equals to ∆ n (Alg) =
Remark 3: Note that the cost difference between the old and the new solutions is precisely captured by the above pathwise analysis. In other words, the new solution does not rematch the remaining jobslots which are not involved in any of the paths P , = 1, . . . , v n . This is because by the principle of optimality we know that in the absence of job n the tail of the old solution from time r n onward is optimal for RNF(r n ). Thus if rematching job-slots which are not involved in any path (and hence have nothing to do with job n) can reduce the flow cost in RNF(r n ), the same rematching is still valid for the tail of the old solution and results in a smaller flow cost, which is a contradiction. Now we are ready to state the main result of this section.
Theorem 3:
Let H = {g (t) : g (0) = 0} be a family of nondecreasing differentiable functions such that addition of a new job can only postpone the optimal completion times of the alive jobs. Then Algorithm 2 is 2K-speed 2-competitive for HGFC on a single machine where K = 1 + sup ,t≥r≥0
g (t)
. Proof: As before let V o (v o (t), t) denote the optimal value function associated to the offline optimal control problem (7) (or equivalently RNF(r n )) in the absence of job n. Then,
where {x o (τ ), τ ≥ r n } is the optimal control to (7), and
are the subintervals in which job is scheduled by the optimal control, i.e., x o (t) = 1, ∀t ∈ I and x o (t) = 0, otherwise. Note that here C := C 2n is the optimal completion time of job for the offline instance (7). On the other hand, from (11) we know that the optimal offline β-variables to (2) in the absence of job n with identical release times r n are given by
, ∀t ≥ r n . Thus for any t ≥ r n ,
where the inequality holds because we can upper bound the optimal cost V o (y o (t), t + δ) by following a suboptimal schedule which processes the jobs in the same order as the optimal schedule for V o (y o (t), t). The only difference here is that since the initial time t is shifted by δ to the right, all the other scheduling subintervals will also be shifted to the right by δ. By carrying exactly the same analysis in the presence of job n we can find an upper bound for the new solution β t as
where the prime parameters are associated with the RNF (r n ) instance in the presence of job n. Next, we note that setting β-dual variable higher than those in Algorithm 2 will always preserve dual feasibility. So instead of using optimal β-variables {β t } t≥rn in the dual update process of Algorithm 2, we can use their upper bounds {β t } t≥rn while keeping the choice of α-variables as before. This in view of Lemma 4 again guarantees that the generated dual variables are still feasible to (2) . Note that this additional change in the dual updating process is merely for the sake of analysis and has nothing to do with the algorithm itself. Now let us assume that the machine in the optimal offline benchmark has a slower speed of
1+
, meaning that the optimal benchmark aims to find a schedule to minimize the following slower LP:
Note that any feasible dual solution which is generated by the algorithm for the unit speed LP (2) is also dual feasible to the slower dual system (19) as they both share the same constraints. Upon arrival of a new job n at time r n , we just showed that the new dual solution generated by the algorithm is dual feasible, where we recall that only the tail of the dual solution will be updated from {β t } t≥rn to {β t } t≥rn . As we keep {α j } n−1 j=1 unchanged, the cost increment of the updated dual solution with respect to the slower system (19) equals to ∆ s (D) = α n −
∞ rn (β t −β t )dt. Thus using Lemma 5 we have,
Now let I r j := [C 2r−1 j , C 2r j ) be the r-th subinterval in which job j is scheduled by the optimal policy, and define g (
. Then for any t ∈ I r j we can rewriteβ t given in (18) aŝ
where the summation is taken over all the subintervals I d on the right hand side of I r j . Now have,
Similarly, if we denote the processing interval of job by following Algorithm 2 in the presence of job n by I , we have
On the other hand, we know that
Thus if we define h (t) := (t − r n )g (t) − Kg (t), where K is the constant given in the theorem statement, using (22) and (21) we can write
From the definition of K we have (t−r n )g (t)−(K −1)g (t) ≤ 0, ∀t ≥ r n , , which implies that for any the function h (t) is nonincreasing (as the former is the derivative of the later). Since by assumption adding a new job can only postpone the processing intervals of the alive jobs, the time interval I can only be shifted further to the right hand side of I . As h (t) is a nonincearing function, we have
and thus I n h n (t)dt ≤ 0. This in view of (23) shows that
. Since this relation holds any time that a new job n arrives, by summing over all the jobs we get Cost(Alg) ≤ 1+ 1+ −K Cost(D s ), which by weak duality implies that Algorithm 2 is 1+ 1+ −K -competitive for the HGFC problem on a single machine. Finally, by selecting = 2K one can see that Algorithm 2 is 2K-speed 2-competitive.
VI. COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS FOR HGFC ON MULTIPLE UNRELATED MACHINES
The HGFC problem on a single machine can be naturally extended to multiple unrelated machines. Here we assume that there are m ≥ 2 unrelated machines and jobs are released online over time. We assume that job j has processing requirement v ij if it is dispatched to machine i with an associated cost function g ij (t). Moreover, we assume that the specifications of job j are only revealed to the system upon its arrival at time r j . As before, denoting the completion time of job j by C j the goal is to dispatch the jobs to the machines and process them within their assigned machine so as to minimize the general completion cost i j∈J i g ij (C j ), where J i denotes the set of jobs which are dispatched to machine i. As before, we only consider the fractional version of this problem whose LP relaxation is given by
where again by abuse of notation g ij (t) refers to the original cost function scaled by
. Here the decision variable x ij (t) is the rate of processing job j on machine i at time t. Note that the above LP relaxation allows a job i to be processed on multiple machines or even be processed simultaneously with other jobs while we are looking for online integral and nonmigratory scheduling policies. Nevertheless, relaxing these constraints can only reduce the LP objective cost even further and gives a stronger offline benchmark. As a result, (24) is still a valid LP relaxation for HGFC problem on unrelated machines. Moreover, the second constant term r j +v ij r j g ij (t)dt in the objective function is much needed as otherwise the LP does not provide a useful lower bound for the optimal integral schedule to HGCF. We note that adding this extra correction term to the objective function (24) can only make it twice more than that for the optimal integral HGFC objective. As a result, designing an online integral solution which is K-competitive with respect to LP (24) is at most 2K-competitive with respect to the optimal integral HGFC objective. This is because for any integral nonmigratory solution which does not split a job among multiple machines, the contribution of the second term to the objective function is at most
where in the last expression g ij (t) refers to the original cost function (not the scaled one
, and the last inequality holds because r j + v ij ≤ C j (with equality if job j is the only one dispatched to machine i). Thus, the overall cost of LP for any feasible integral schedule (and in particular the optimal integral schedule for HGFC) is at most twice of that with respect to the integral generalized completion cost. Finally, the dual of (24) is given by
where we define d ij to be the constant d ij := r j +v ij r j g ij (t)dt.
A. Algorithm Design and Analysis
To design an online algorithm for unrelated machines we need to introduce an effective dispatching rule. Consider an arbitrary but fixed machine i and assume that currently the alive jobs on machine i are scheduled to be processed over time intervals {I , ∈ A(r n )}, where we note that each I can itself be the union of disjoint subintervals I = ∪ d I d . From the lesson we learned in the proof of Theorem 3 we shall set our β-dual variables for machine i toβ it = ∈A(t) g i (I ∩ [t, ∞)), 6 where
. Upon release of a new job n at time r n , unfortunately we cannot set our α-variable for job n as high as before (i.e., α n ). This is because even though α n may be feasible with respect toβ it -variables of machine i, but it may not be feasible with respect to the oldβ i t -variables of other machines i = i. To circumvent this issue in the case of multiple machines we slightly give up optimality in the favor of generating a feasible dual solution. For this purpose, we do not set α n as high as before but rather define it in terms of the oldβ it -variables by setting it equal to min t≥rn {(
all the machines by setting α n := min i,t≥rn {(β it + g in (t) + d in )v in }. This guarantees that the newly set dual variable α n is also feasible with respect toβ it -variables of all the other machines. Thus if i * = arg min i {min t≥rn (β it + g in (t) + d in )v in }, we dispatch job n to machine i * . On the other hand, to assure that the future dual variables α n+1 , α n+2 , . . ., are set as high as possible, we shall update the old β i * t -variables for machine i to their new versions β i * t , which now accounts for the newly released job n. We do this by inserting the new job n into our old schedule to obtain updated scheduling intervals I = ∪ d I d , and accordingly defineβ it = ∈A (t) g (I ∩ [t, ∞)) based on this new schedule. As by complementary slackness conditions a job is scheduled whenever its dual constraint is tight, we insert job n into the old schedule at time t * (which is the time at which the dual constraint for job n on machine i is tight) and schedule it entirely over [t * , t * + v i * n ]. Note that this insertion causes all the old scheduling subintervals which were after time t * to be shifted to the right by v i * n amount, while the scheduling subintervals which were before time t * remain unchanged as in the old schedule. We have summarized the above procedure in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Online algorithm for HGFC on unrelated machines Upon arrival of a new job n at time r n , let us denote the old scheduling subintervals in the absence of job n for an arbitrary but fixed machine i by {I , ∈ A(r n )}. Consequently, letβ it = ∈A(t) g i (I ∩[t, ∞)) be the oldβ it -variables associated to this old schedule.
• Dispatch job n to machine i * for which i * = arg min i {min t≥rn (β it + g in (t) + d in )v in }, and set
• Form a new schedule as follows: Over [r n , t * ] process the jobs on machine i * based on the old schedule. Schedule the new job n entirely over
. Shift all the remaining old scheduling intervals after t * to the right by v i * n , and process them based on the old schedule.
• Update the tail of the oldβ i * t -variables for machine i * from {β i * t } t≥rn to {β i * t } t≥rn . Keep all other dual variables {α j } n−1 j=1 and {β it } i =i * unchanged.
Lemma 6: Assume that {g i (t), ∀i, } are nondecreasing convex functions. Then the dual solution generated by Algorithm 3 is feasible for the dual program (25) .
Proof: As we argued above the newly set dual variable α n is dual feasible with respect toβ it -variables of all the machines and for any t ≥ r n . Since we keep all other dual variables {α j } n−1 j=1 and {β it } i =i * unchanged, it is enough to show thatβ i * t ≥β i * t , ∀t ≥ r n . This also immediately follows from the definition ofβ-variables and convexity of cost functions g i (·). More precisely, for any t ≥ r n ,
where we note that at any time t, A(t) ⊆ A (t) (since by definition A (t) contains all the jobs in A(t) and possibly the new job n). Moreover, since for any , d either the subinterval I d is the same as I d , or shifted to the right by v i * n , by convexity and monotonicity of g i * (·) we have
Summing this relation for all d and ∈ A (t) shows thatβ it ≥β i * t . Thus the neŵ β i * t can only increase due to the final stage of Algorithm 3, hence preserving dual feasibility.
Theorem 4: Let H = {g i (t) : g i (0) = 0} be a family of differentiable nondecreasing convex functions. Then Algorithm 3 is 2Kθ-speed 2θ-competitive for HGFC on unrelated machines, where
h n (t)dt ≤ 0. Using these relations into (29) we conclude that
Finally, substituting this relation into (28) and summing this relation for all the jobs we obtain,
. Now by choosing the speed = 2Kθ it is easy to see that the competitive ratio of the algorithm is at most (1+2Kθ)θ 1+Kθ ≤ 2θ. Example 4: As a simple application of Theorem 4 if we consider quadratic cost functions of the form g i (t) = a i t 2 + b i t + c i with nonnegative coefficients and jobs of at least one unit length, then
This implies that for this class of heterogeneous quadratic cost functions Algorithm (3) is 8-speed 4-competitive on general unrelated machines.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DISCUSSIONS In this paper, we considered online scheduling on a single or multiple unrelated machines under general heterogeneous cost functions. Using results from optimal control and LP duality we provided a unifying framework to devise competitive online algorithms in a speed-augmented setting and under some mild assumptions on the structure of the cost functions. Here we only focused on a scenario where the machines have fixed speed and can work on a single job at each time instance. As we mentioned earlier, one can obtain better competitive ratios when the machines are allowed to work on multiple jobs per time by assigning possibly different processing rates to the alive jobs. In that regard, there is a vast literature on online revenue maximization or online advertisement which can be used to devise competitive algorithms for online job scheduling, and particularly in the rate assignment setting.
To further illustrate this idea, let us consider a single machine with unit processing speed and a sequence of jobs that arrive online over time. For simplicity let us assume that the cost function of each job is simply g j (t) = w j . Moreover, let us assume a non-clairvoyant setting where the length of jobs is not known until their completion. At each time instance, t the machine must decide on how to allocate its unit processing rate to the alive jobs A(t). Now instead of viewing jobs arriving online, the key idea is to view the time slots as goods that come into the market in an online fashion. More precisely, consider an online market where the set of active buyers are the set of alive jobs A(t). Goods in this setting are the time slots [t, t + 1) which arrive over time. Now upon arrival of good t into the market, each active buyer j ∈ A(t) bids w j amount for that time slot since winning that bid saves that much in its weighted completion cost. Turning this around from the seller's (machine's) perspective, the seller wants to sell the time slot fractionally to the buyers so as to maximize its revenue. In other words, the seller wants to sell the time slot to the buyer which is the most in the need of that time slot and values that time slot the most. In particular, one can assume that the set of active buyers is fixed and equals to the set of all the jobs by allowing zero bids (jobs which are completed or have not arrived yet can be viewed as buyers who are in the market but submit 0-bid). Of course, for general cost functions, one may assume that a buyer j's bids are governed by a more general increasing function g j (t).
Thus, at each time t the seller wants to assign this good fractionally to the buyers (i.e., assign rates to the jobs) in order to maximize its overall revenue. This defines an instance of the online market. For instance, one simple mechanism commonly used for the online revenue maximization is as follows: upon arrival of a good [t, t + 1), each buyer j sends its bid w j to the seller. The seller computes a price p t for that time slot and assigns w i pt fraction of good t to the buyer j. For instance, in the case where the price is simply set as the sum of bids, i.e., p t = j∈A(t) w j , we are governed by an instance of the online Fisher market which aims to sell time slot t fractionally by solving the so-called fairness maximization problem max{ j∈A(t) w j log y j : j y j = 1}, with the price p t being the dual variable associated with the constraint j y j = 1. In that regard, different pricing mechanisms can lead to different rate scheduling policies and hence different competitive ratios. Now in the case of m unrelated machines, instead of having one good we have m goods entering to the market at each shot (one time slot per each machine) where different buyers may have different valuations for the goods. As a result, one can turn around the online scheduling problems to online revenue maximization problems and use the vast literature in either side to devise competitive online algorithms in the other.
APPENDIX I: A GENERALIZATION OF THE EARLIER DUAL-FITTING RESULTS
In this appendix we show another application of the optimal control framework given in Section IV which we use to analyze highest residual density first (HRDF) scheduling rule. Here the residual density of a job j at time t is defined to be ρ j (t) = . More generally, we can define the residual density of a job j at time t with a cost function g j (τ ) to be
(note that for g j (τ ) = w j these two definition coincide). We apply our optimal control framework to the problem setup given in [4] and show how this technique can recover in a principled way even stronger version of the results given in [4] . It has been shown in [4] that for online job scheduling on unrelated machines with g ij (t) = w ij (t − r j ) k , if each machine works based on HRDF and a newly released job is dispatched to a machine which results in the least increase in the k -flow time, then this algorithm is competitive in the augmented speed setting for the objective of integral k -flow time j w i(j)j (C j − r j ) k , where i(j) denotes the machine that job j is dispatched to it. The analysis in [4] is based on dual fitting and a careful choice of dual variableŝ
Here i is the machine to which job n is dispatched, and R j (r n ) = C j −r n is the "remaining" completion time of job j at time r n , where C j denotes the completion time of job j following HRDF rule. 8 However, the choice of these dual variables in [4] are not quite immediate and provide little insight about how one can extend them to more complex objective costs. Here we show how these complicated looking variables can be obtained systematically using a simple application of our optimal control framework to a very special case of k -flow objective function. It is worth noting that in [4] only the performance of the HRDF schedule for the specific k -norm is considered. The optimal control approach that we adopt here can be used in a more general setting where we first define our optimal value function according to a scheduling policy that we wish to analyze and then carry the machinery in Section IV to fit our dual variables for that specific policy.
To determine the dual variables for HRDF, let us assume that job n is released at some arbitrary time r n and it is dispatched to machine i by the algorithm (which from now on we fix this machine and for simplicity drop all the indices depending on i). By the definition of HRDF rule, we know that at time r n the machine must schedule a job with highest residual density
). Therefore, the offline optimal control objective function with identical release times r = r n , ∀ ∈ A(r n ) is given by
Note that the only difference between HRDF formulation (31) and the earlier formulation (7) is that the original cost function g (t) is now scaled by the residual length
rather than the original length 1 v , and the argument in g (t) is replaced by t − r n as we are interested in flow time rather than the completion time. To determine a good fit forβ t , let V o (v o (t), t) denote the optimal value function for the offline optimal control problem (31), i.e.,
where {x o (τ ), τ ≥ r n } is the optimal control to (31), and I := [C 1 , C 2 ) ∪ . . . ∪ [C 2n −1 , C 2n ) are the subintervals in which job is scheduled by the optimal control. Again C := C 2n is the optimal completion time of job for the offline instance (31). On the other hand, from (11) we know that the optimal offline dual variable is given by β rn = ∂ ∂rn V o (v o (r n ), r n ). Thus,
where the inequality holds because we can upper bound the optimal cost V o (v o (r n ), r n +δ) by following a suboptimal test policy which starts from time r n + δ and mimics the same optimal schedule as V o (v o (r n ), r n ). Specializing the above relation to the special case of convex functions g (τ − r n ) and noting that d (C 2d − C 2d−1 ) = v (r n ), we can write
g (C − r n ), which suggests to fit our dual variable asβ rn := ∈A(rn) g (C − r n ). To see why this choice ofβ rn coincides that given in (30), we note that for the special k -flow time g (τ − r n ) is given by the convex function g (τ − r n ) = w i (τ − r n ) k , and thusβ irn = k ∈A(rn) w i (C − r n ) k−1 . Finally we note that for the fixed identical release times r n and homogeneous monotone functions g (τ − r n ) = w i (t − r n ) k , we know from the results of Section III that the optimal schedule for the offline problem (31) is indeed HDF (which also coincides with HRDF in the offline setting). Thus the optimal completion times C given above are precisely those obtained by following HRDF.
Next to fit a dual variable for the optimal α n we note that setting the α-dual variables lower than the optimal ones always preserves dual feasibility. As we saw in Lemma 5 that even for a much more general case ∆ n (Alg) ≤ α n , thus this lower bound can be chosen to beα n := ∆ n (Alg) = V o (v(r n ) ∪ {n}, r n ) − V o (v(r n ), r n ), i.e., the increase in the cost of the offline optimal control (31) due to addition of a new job n. Simplifying the right hand side by recalling that the optimal offline solution to (31) with cost functions g (τ −r n ) = w i (τ −r n ) k is HRDF, we obtain precisely the fractional version ofα n -variable given in (30). 9 Finally, to verify why the above choice of dual variables are indeed good, we show that each of the two terms nα n and ∞ 0β appearing in the dual objective cost are indeed the same and equal to the integral flow cost of the solution generated by the algorithm. This implies that the dual variables defined above keep the dual objective cost close to the cost of the primal solution generated by the algorithm. To see this we first note that g (C − r n ), which is the integral objective cost after time r n . Similarly, with job n in the system we have ∞ rnβ t dt = ∈A (rn) g (C − r n ). Thus ∞ rn (β t −β t )dt is precisely the increament in the integral flow cost due to arrival of job n, i.e, ∞ rn (β t −β t )dt = ∆ n (Alg) =α n , ∀n Finally, we note that n ∞ rn (β t −β t )dt is precisely the size of the area under theβ-curve generated by the algorithm, i.e.,β = ({β t } Figure 4) . This shows that if we fit Fig. 4 . Upon arival of a new job n at time rn, the old tail {βt} t≥rn is updated to the new one {β t } t≥rn . Here theβ-curve is given by the upper envelope of the other three curves. The increase in the size of area underβ-curve due to arrival of job n is precisely the increase in the integral flow cost of the algorithm ∆n(Alg), which is also set for the dual variableαn. Summing over all jobs gives us the overall area underβ-curve and is equal to the integral flow cost of the algorithm.
our dual variables as in (30) (and update the tail of old {β t } t≥rn to the new {β t } t≥rn upon arrival of a new job n), then These results can be viewed as generalization of the special k -dual fitting results given in [4] (see, e.g., Lemma 5.4) which are obtained in a principled way using a unifying optimal control framework.
APPENDIX II Lemma 7:
j ∆ j 1 ≤ j (ρ j − ρ rq )g(I j ), where g(I j ) := k∈I j (g(t k +v k ) − g(t k )) is the total variation of g(·) over subintervals in I j .
Proof: Let us consider an arbitrary subinterval I j and fix it. Let I i be another arbitrary subinterval on the left side of I j , and consider the time that we want to update its reference step i 1 . Due to the choice ofĵ in Lemma 2 we know that all the updates prior to step i 1 have been successfully accomplished while preserving dual feasibility ∀t ≥ t i 1 +v i 1 . Now let us consider the trajectory ofβ t + ρ i g(t) as a function of t which from now we will refer to it as i-jet. By the update rule we know that the reference height for i 1 must be set to the minimum value of i-jet over t ≥ t i 1 . Now a crucial observation is that to find this minimum value we only need to find the minimum height of i-jet up to time t j . This is because by dual feasibility of the earlier updated steps the minimum value of j-jet for t ≥ t j is achieved at time t j , and that i-jet always stays above j-jet (note that ρ i ≥ ρ j and soβ t + ρ i g(t) ≥β t + ρ j g(t)). Therefore, to upper bound ∆ i 1 , we only need to upper bound the height decrease of i-jet over [t i 1 , t j ]. We do this by bounding the height decrease of i-jet over each subinterval I j ⊆ [t i 1 , t j ], and charge this amount to I j . In this way it is clear that the sum over aggregate charge of all the subintervals I j will be an upper bound for the total height decrements due to reference updates in I. Now let us consider Algorithm (1) as we moving backward from time t j . Since all the subintervals I r , r 1 < r ≤ j have higher density than ρ j , a similar argument as above together with dual feasibility of j (thus far) implies that none of these r-jets incure height decrease by crossing over I j . In other words, all the r-jets r 1 < r ≤ j can free-ride on j -jet to safely pass I j without loosing dual feasibility. Unfortunately, r 1 -jet cannot free ride on j -jet since ρ r 1 < ρ j . However, the height reduction of r 1 -jet by passing over I j is at most (ρ j − ρ r 1 )g(I j ), which we charge it to I j . 10 This is because if r 1 -jet increases its density to ρ j at the time of entering I j , then by dual feasibility of j -jet its height over the entire interval I j will stay above its height at the time of entering I j . But since r 1 -jet has a slower density ρ r 1 , its height at the end of I j would be at least that at the time of entering I j minus the height reduction due to its density lag over I j , i.e. (ρ j − ρ r 1 )g(I j ). Repeating this argument inductively, since all the r-jets r m < r ≤ r m−1 have higher density than ρ r m−1 , dual feasibility of r m−1 -jet thus far implies that all these r-jets can free ride on r m−1 -jet and do not loose height by crossing I j . 11 However, when r m -jet enters subinterval I r m−1 , it can increase its density to ρ r m−1 and preserve dual feasibility for all the future subintervals (including I j ). The height decrease of r m -jet over I j due to such density adjustment is (ρ r m−1 − ρ rm )g(I j ), which we charge it to I j . Thus the overall reference height reductions caused by a particular subinterval I j (i.e., the total charge on I j ) is at most q m=1 (ρ r m−1 − ρ rm )g(I j ) = (ρ j − ρ rq )g(I j ). Summing this relation over all the subintervals I j , j = 1, . . . , p completes the proof.
